Infinova Adds Technical-Sales Engineer in Mexico
MONMOUTH JUNCTION, NJ - May 2, 2011 - Infinova today announced that industry veteran Francisco Rodriguez
will be working alongside and under the direction of Infinova Director of Sales-Mexico Juan Carlos Rodriquez (no
relation), helping surveillance security integrators and their customers throughout Mexico to assure they are
implementing the right video solution.
"Being one of the very few video surveillance manufacturers that provide megapixel, analog, HD.264 and HDcctv
cameras and solutions, Francisco can provide guidance on which technology will best suit their own needs," advises
Adolph Salas, Infinova vice president-sales for Latin America and the Caribbean. "Not only does he carry Infinova
certification, he holds certifications in a host of other leading security brands."
"I am very pleased to be joining Infinova in this capacity and look forward to training and certifying integrators
throughout Mexico," adds Francisco Rodriquez. "I really prefer the way that Infinova provides hands-on training and
know that, working in consort with our integrators, Infinova can provide leading-edge video solutions for Mexican
companies and organizations."
In addition to his Infinova certification, Rodriguez has experience working on and is certified by IndigoVision, Pelco,
Notifier, Canopy by Motorola, Keyscan and PCSC Access Control, Samsung, Shure, Bioscrypt, HID, Lenel,
Honeywell, Fluidmesh and Cisco. He has worked on major projects including PEMEX and Bayer Labs among many
others.
Infinova recently announced that it has gone public, raising (US) $300 million, which it will use to grow both
organically and through acquisitions.
More information on Infinova video systems is available by going to www.infinova.com.
About Infinova
With solutions that enable end-users to extend the life of their existing analog equipment by having it co-exist with
their new IP video equipment, Infinova provides core equipment for video control rooms, megapixel, IP and analog
surveillance cameras, specialized cameras, fiber optic communications products and customized systems. Infinova is
acknowledged for its exceptional customer service programs as "the integrator's manufacturer."

